A unique application for collection, management, digital processing and archiving
of information, always accessible via web, with modular and entirely customizable
solutions, PHYSICO represents the ideal instrument for the Specialists in Medical
Physics and the Experts in Radioprotection for the optimization of their own control
and surveillance activities.
For the ﬁrst time it is possible to collect and store all the data within a single
database and to analyze and correlate all the pieces of information among each
other, fully enhancing the collected information assets, making them immediately
and easily accessible to operators for consultations, processing, correlations and
combined analyses, allowing considerable eﬃciency and effectiveness saving.
PHYSICO has been designed FOR the operator and WITH the operator.
A software “tailored” to users: ﬂexibility, concreteness and customization.

It’s a COLORFUL WORLD!

PHYSICO is a modular solution that allows the computerized and dematerialized management of the entire
workﬂow of Medical Physics and Radioprotection services and data monitoring at the various corporate
governance levels, able to fulﬁl all the needs of a complex Physics Department: quality checks of the
equipment for biomedical imaging, use and handling of radioactive sources for therapeutic and instrumental
purposes, dosimetry surveillance of the environment, of patients and operators, company and
multicorporate informative dashboard.
The complete PHYSICO suite is composed of 9 modules with different functionalities, able to computerize
all the processes of a Medical Physics Service.

PATIENT DOSE Module
OPERATOR DOSE Module
ENVIRONMENT DOSE Module
INVENTORY Module
QUALITY CONTROL Module
SOURCE Module
RADIOPROTECTION REGISTER Module
PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Module
DASHBOARD Module

The application suite PHYSICO gathers and memorizes all the data in a single database and allows to
analyze and correlate all the pieces of information among each other, fully enhancing the
collected information assets, making them immediately and easily accessible to operators for
consultation, processing and combined analyses; the suite PHYSICO guarantees quality
monitoring and assessment across the activities performed by Medical Physics and by the service of
Radiodiagnostics.
The suite PHYSICO is characterized by the offer of dematerialization of the Medical Physics
workﬂow, through the functionalities of REMOTE DIGITAL SIGNATURE and LEGAL PRESERVATION, in
accordance with the Italian law.

The Module that mainly permit a wide CONFIGURABILITY is the PATIENT DOSE Module, with different
functionalities and architectures.

by functionality

by architecture

PHYSICO smart is the basic and essential conﬁguration of pur RDIM, that guarantees full
conformity with the European Directive and with Italian legislations; it’s a special
conﬁguration: ESSENTIAL, USEFUL, APPROPRIATE solution… smart!
The main functionalities of PHYSICO smart are:
•
Management and registration of all dosimetry data and exposure parameters
•
Estimate of the effective dose for all the managed medical provisions
•
Possibility of manual input of the values and their correct association with the provision
•
Cumulative and detailed searches
•
DRLs
•
Deﬁnition of the dose class according to Italian legislation and to dosimetry values and automated
communication conﬁgurable to RIS. The classiﬁcation can be conﬁgured by:
o
Description of the study
o
Execution modality
o
Dosimetry data and exposure parameters

To boost and customize its conﬁguration, PHYSICO proposes a wide range of advanced
functionalities:
• Tools and services to customization the receipt and archiving of contents and of
dosimetry estimates (Mapping Suite and Dose Editor)
• Advanced functionalities suite for CT studies:
o Organ Doses and Effective Dose
o SSDE
o Manual segmentation
o Centering tool
o Modulation curves
• Advanced functionalities suite for XA studies:
o Organ Doses and Effective Dose
o Peak Skin Dose and Maps of Dose in Cutis
• Diagnostics Dashboard for sharing and collaboration among Technicians, Radiologists and
Physicists

PHYSICO can be adapted to any kind of architecture, guaranteeing univocality of the datum,
synchronization of the ﬂows, Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity, optimization of
bandwidth traﬃc. The Modulo can be implemented in a single central solution, Hub & Spokes or
Cluster architectures.

PHYSICO is a modular and scalable platform.
Each Module of the Suite PHYSICO can be used stand-alone but it can offer further added-value and synergy,
integrating with other Modules of the Suite: they can be combined together according to one own’s needs and
preferences.
Each client can create their own perfect combination of applications and tools, for a new, “colorful”, way of
working!
Hereunder are some examples of the possible combinations…

OPTIMIZATION
The PATIENT DOSE Module is able to receive a multitude of data and information content from all the devices to
which it is connected: equipment for diagnostic imaging (radiant and non-radiant) PACS, Radiology Information
Systems (RIS), Cardiology, Nuclear Medicine and any other applications related to diagnostic imaging.
In this respect, PHYSICO® stands as potential, cross-sectoral sole collector of information, compared to the vast
panorama of specialities and professional proﬁles involved in diagnostic imaging in the hospital.
The monitoring and the analysis of the extensive information asset available in PHYSICO® can lead to the activation
of virtuous and continuous “circles” of improvement and optimization of the processes and their related procedures,
for example:

• Dosimetry evaluation
Acquisition protocols
• Quality of equipment and images
Use and condition of equipment
• Operators’ management and planning
Scheduling of performances

With its customizable dashboards, its tables and graphs, the DASHBOARD Module is the ideal instrument to analyse
and interpret the data available in the PATIENT DOSE Module. The combination of the two Modules gives the
Departmental and/or Company Management an in-depth and global view of the performances of the Diagnostic
Imaging Service: an indispensable basis to make conscious choices and correct decisions, and to optimize the
management of available resources, in the interest of all operators and of patients.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
In the European and Italian legislative framework, the obligations and responsibilities of the Specialist in Medical
Physics and of the Radiological Facility Manger have been re-deﬁned and integrated within a single pathway for the
quality assurance of the provided services and for the optimization of procedures.
The principle of optimization is thoroughly examined and made concrete with regard to practical and responsibility
aspects in the ﬁeld of medical expositions.
In order to fully comply with legislative obligations, through the PATIENT DOSE and QUALITY CONTROL Modules
the platform PHYSICO® proposes itself as a single system for quality management and control and for the
optimization of procedures and equipment: a new concept of Quality and Dose Information System (QDIS).
The optimization of procedures involves different aspects, ranging from the choice of equipment and their check, to
the drafting of codiﬁed procedural protocols, to the veriﬁcation and evaluations of the doses absorbed by patients.
Summarizing, the key point to apply the principle of optimization is to set up a Quality Assurance Programme whose
goal is to deﬁne responsibilities, tasks, procedures and the activities aimed at guaranteeing the application
of the principle of optimization.
In the Italian legislation, the main responsibility for the application of the principle is on the Owner, on the Physician
in charge of the Radiological Facility nominated by the Owner and on the Specialist in Medical Physics. In particular,
as far as relevant to his/her own sphere, the latter deals with the aspects of veriﬁcation and control linked to the
radiological nature of procedures: both quality checks on the devices in various phases (acceptance, test,
periodic audits after signiﬁcant maintenance operations) and all dosimetry checks (evaluation of the doses to
patients, checks that they are In line with Diagnostic Reference Levels – DRL)
The use of IT tools aimed at managing data, information, evaluations and ﬂows related to these ﬁelds represents a
major breakthrough in the entire process of optimization.
Indeed, the possibility of correlating in a simple and immediate manner the dosimetry information of equipment
obtained ex post through a tool for dosimetry monitoring (PATIENT DOSE Module) with the information and data
from preventive quality checks on equipment carried out within the framework of the quality assurance programme
(QUALITY CONTROL Module), guarantees the maximum conformity to the principle of optimization, having at one’s
disposal the complete set of available information in the evaluation of procedures.
The DASHBOARD Module, combined with the two previous modules, allows to maximize the analysis and
interpretation of all available data relating to total quality.

RADIATIONS AND PATIENTS
PHYSICO® allows to combine the PATIENT DOSE and the PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Modules within the ﬁeld
of Radiometabolic Therapy.
The union of these modules provides professionals with the optimal tools to manage the Patient’s Radioprotection
as main target of their work effort.
The functionalities of the PATIENT DOSE Module, both concerning the dosimetry monitoring according to the law,
and the possibility to carry out dosimetry evaluations of patients undergoing radiological procedures, go alongside
the possibility of managing and evaluating patients’ exposures caused by Radiometabolic Therapy procedures.
In this way the Specialists in Medical Physics and the other professionals involved (Radiologists and Nuclear Medicine
doctors) have at their disposal a single and centralized instrument to manage all the aspects of Patients’
Radioprotection, beneﬁtting from a common platform that facilitates teamwork.

DOSIMETRY
Among the possible conﬁgurations of PHYSICO®, it is particularly interesting to combine together the modules
dealing with the theme of dosimetry: the PATIENT DOSE, OPERATOR DOSE and ENVIRONMENT DOSE Modules.
The co-presence of the three Modules about dosimetry entails numerous advantages in the management of the
three themes. For example, the information coming from the PATIENT DOSE Module can support the Expert in
Radioprotection in determining the equipment workload in the context of evaluations and estimates related to
shielding and to radioprotection checks. Likewise, these pieces of information have proven to be particularly useful
in the process of risk evaluation of exposed operators, complementing the workload estimates with objective data
coming from equipment.
The availability of information concerning environmental dosimetry is, in turn, very useful in the process of physical
surveillance of operators in time, supplying indeed cross-referenced data that can also be correlated with workers’
exposure.

RADIOPROTECTION
The software PHYSICO® intends to support the Experts in Radioprotection in all the activities relevant to their sphere.
The possible digitalization and dematerialization of the Radioprotection Register (Legislative Decree 101) in fact
ampliﬁes and makes evident the advantages in the synergistic use of the OPERATOR DOSE, ENVIRONMENT DOSE,
SOURCE, QUALITY CONTROL Modules and – indeed - the RADIOPROTECTION REGISTER Module.
The possibility of managing and consulting all the information related to Radioprotection thanks to a sole application
allows professionals to correlate the information pertaining to each module and to assure the execution of all
activities in a rapid and simple way.
Particularly interesting is the possibility of beneﬁtting from all the data managed by the single modules and of
transferring them automatically into the Radioprotection Register: evaluations about the physical surveillance of
operators and areas, the list of X-ray equipment, the list of radioactive sources held and radioactive activities
performed, the outcomes of periodical checks on radioprotection devices, etc.
The native integration of modules allows to have all the information available in a cross-sectoral manner and thanks
to the customizable extraction and reporting tools the system permits to draft the documentation necessary for all
the required legal fulﬁlments.

MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING OF SOURCES
In the workplaces and hospitals where there are activities that involve the use of radioactive sources in the form of
radiopharmaceuticals, the combination of PHYSICO®’s SOURCE and PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Modules can
turn out to be particularly appropriate.
On the one hand, the PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Module allows a complete management of ﬂows, activities
and monitoring of the Radiometabolic Therapy procedures under protected hospitalization, on the other hand the
SOURCE Module permits a full management of the radioactive material present in the company.
The co-presence of the Modules favours an interchange of information guaranteeing the possibility that the activities
performed on one module are automatically transferred also on the other one.
The PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Module can beneﬁt from the sources inserted in the SOURCE Module; the use of
these is traced, so that it is always possible to correctly evaluate the activities performed for each radionuclide.
The possibility of managing, within the dedicated SOURCE Module, the sources to be administered allows a better
management and characterization of the same in line with the approach and the standards commonly followed in
the hospital ward.

“Innovations stem from man,
with man,
for man”
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